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About This Game

Help Fatty Bear and His Friends Cook Up A Birthday You'll Never Forget!

Kids are wrapped up for hours in this fun-filled midnight adventure.

What if you had just a few short hours to put together the best birthday party ever? Help Fatty Bear, Matilda Rabbit and
Gretchen the Doll work together through the night to prepare a surprise party for Kayla. There's so much to do! Find ingredients

for the cake, decorate - plus stop a pesky puppy who keeps running off with their stuff. Children can't resist having a whole
houseful of fun things to see and explore. It's a recipe for discovery, laughter and learning, all in one. Delightful talking

characters and enchanting animation keep your child fascinated, time after time.

Fatty Bear's Birthday Surprise is so entertaining and original, kids will have a hard time keeping adults out of Kayla's
kitchen. What's more, Fatty Bear features hours of activity and learning that is always fresh, never boring. Kids meet up with

exciting new surprises every time they play. Surprise Click Points. Click on a toy, a piano, a cabbage or just about anything, and
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watch what happens. Things come to life, play music, dance, fly and more. It's a magical world kids will delight in every time
they play.

Fatty Bear Brings a Lot to the Party. Get to know the alphabet by finding missing letters, or learn how to count by
bowling and blowing up balloons.

It's a Piece of Cake. Perception and memory skills are developed as kids help Fatty Bear, Gretchen and Matilda get it
all together for the party with a simple click of the mouse.

Just One of The Party's High Points. A tea set, a pulley and a telescope that really works! Isn't Kayla's treehouse a fun
place to explore?

Look What's Cookin' A loose puppy, a stuffed refrigerator and a flying rabbit are just some of the ingredients you'll
find in this kitchen!

Surprise Click Points. Click on a toy,a piano, a cabbage or just about anything, and watch what happens. Things come
to life, play music, dance, fly and more. It's a magical world kids will delight in every time they play.

This product uses ScummVM across Windows, Mac and GNU/Linux which is released under the GNU GPL v2.
For more information, please visit - https://www.scummvm.org

The GNU GPL can be viewed here - https://www.gnu.org/licenses/gpl-2.0.html
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Title: Fatty Bear's Birthday Surprise
Genre: Adventure, Casual
Developer:
Humongous Entertainment
Publisher:
Humongous Entertainment, Nightdive Studios
Release Date: 26 Mar, 1993

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 / 8.1 / 10

Processor: 1.0 GHz Processor

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: 100% DirectX compatible graphics

Storage: 512 MB available space

Sound Card: 100% DirectX compatible card or onboard sound

English
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This is a fun, simple puzzle game. The difficulty ramps up considerably towards the end though..
\u4e0d\u5b8c\u7f8e\uff0c\u4f46\u503c\u5f97\u4e00\u73a9\uff01. 192 kbps CBR MP3. If it was FLAC (or at least 320 kbps) I
would leave a positive.. it so difficult. just like dark souls. Well, this game is awesome :). this gmae suk not any supply drops or
eko jumps no wepon variantes or eko zamblies dios jame socks clock. Beautiful bird and and fun to fly, imo exceed sabre in
every way (service ceiling, climb rate, cannon caliber and its look are superb) however nothing to play with yet in 2.2 and with
deferred shading on there are flashy glitchy textures, hopefully it would be fixed in the upcoming 2.5. A good twist on the
original game very simple but effective. Got bored pretty fast should add like obstacle 7\/10
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I was going to recommend this game. Until I realized I was permantently stuck on level 1. And I couldn't equip anything besides
a sword. Even at level 1.

And there was a weird crinckly sound that accompanied the music.

Not really worth it.

Edit: Ok, thanks to a very nice person's comment (thanks Kloodge) I found out how to level up. I can now recommend this
game. It's a fun hack and slash.. I have only played so far to upgrade my car to the 20k car and i do not think i can play further
as this game keeps you on a loop of 4 tracks per group of speed class and at the end of the 3rd round you will have a boss round
which you will have to beat on a one to one race.

Each set of 4 tracks are different but set in the same city, even if they say your racing in other parts of the city the tracks look
close to one other.

The best car you can get or hovercar costs about $150 and by the time that your even on the 10k money side of things its not
worth your time as you have to keep racing the same 3 to 4 tracks and constantly have to tell the game to reset race scores on
tracks that you have raced on before to get more money or at least earn money on different tracks just to very it up.

I am uninstalling the game, What a shame nice premis for a game but The cost to get to the best car out of the min tracks to race
is not worth the trouble you go to.. the game is a bit glitching, not responding. but im enjoying the time it is working... well
though out game!. Just a Cleric is a side-scroller with some RPG elements, such as levelling up, buying new equipment, and
upgrading your gear with gold and resources. It's pretty good, though at times I found it a little frustrating. I think it's difficult at
times, but I'm old now and my reflexes aren't what they once were, so maybe it's just me. I haven't been able to finish it yet.

The thing that makes this game stand out, and the reason I'm writing this review, is the music. There are 41 different songs in
the game. The music is played with actual instruments by in-game group The Booger Myers Band, and almost every track has
vocals, which is something that I normally don't like in a video game but which quickly grew on me. The "In Town" song, for
example, goes "town, in town, you're in town" in a slightly droning voice. Your inventory is accompanied by the "Subscreen"
song. "You're in the subscreen" you will be told, over and over. "Buy The Stuff!" plays in the town shop.

I will admit, at first I was a little put off. I guess it was sort of amusing, but once I got to the first boss and heard "Giant
Cricket", I knew I was experiencing something special. It's one of the few games that I'm glad I got the soundtrack to.

Another stand out is "Surfin Cleric", which I will sometimes play on a loop when I'm doing something else. I don't even get sick
of it until I've heard it 5 or 6 times. I particularly enjoyed the part of the game where you hear it the first time.

The only thing that gets to me is when I'm dying over and over and I have to listen to the first few seconds of "You Died!",
because you can't skip it straight away. There's also some voice acting in the introduction that I wish I could skip, but those are
the only things that I don't really like.

So Just a Cleric. It's a pretty good game with an above average soundtrack. You should probably buy it. I mean, if you want

edit: I forgot to mention that Del_Duio, the developer, has written several guides and seems to be active on the related message
boards, listening to feedback. So that's commendable!. this Game is Crap. Who need no mans sky when you can play this fly
through space and collect resources.(just wish he would updae it mor

New Windows update:
The ScummVM engine has been updated from 1.7.0 to 2.0.0, which should fix Windows 10 full-screen and other compatibility
issues.

Also, Cloud Save Support has been added. Take your saves anywhere and play on any machine. Windows, MacOS or
GNU/Linux!

Please let us know if you were experiencing problems with the game in the past, if they have been resolved in this build.
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Our support e-mail: support@humongous.com
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